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Improvement
 Re-designed vehicle entrance from Ringwood road, removing the
existing shrubs and planting trees next to a pedestrian friendly
entrance, whilst also providing easier vehicle access.
 Approx. 20-30 Semi-mature trees to be planted
 Benches and picnic tables to be installed
 Tarmac path linking to existing paths to make circular walk.
 Improve the existing football goals and pitch quality.
 Extend play area with natural play equipment, including the
replacement of a small section of metal fence with new area of
playable landscape (logs, boulders etc). Full design to be
undertaken to minimise fears over dogs gaining access to the
play area.
 Remove timber fences, knee rails and improve sight lines through
woodland. Thin out the woodland to allow more light in and
increase biodiversity and accessibility.
 Wildlife improvements through areas of meadow and increased
woodland planting.
 BMX area to be removed. New gravel path from steps, tree
planting, thinning of existing tree clumps and the removal of fly
tipped waste.
 Improve existing lighting infrastructure and provide new entrance
signs.
 Install simple path network linking major access points.
 Approx. 20-30 Semi-mature trees, including fruit species, to be
planted. The views and open aspect of the field to be retained.
 Further investigate the options for formalising a pond in the lower
part of the field (requires Wessex water approval).
 New benches, improved access points and community
information boards.
 Vegetation management to remove clumps of Laurel and other
undergrowth.
 Area of wildflower meadow.
 Low-key natural play features provided
 The entrance from Good road to be improved, removing the steps
and unsightly railings.
 New benches
 Tree planting
 Approx. 20-30 Semi-mature trees to be planted across both open
spaces, in clusters to preserve the open feel, but increase
amenity value.
 New benches and picnic tables
 Low-key natural play features provided
 Improve the entrance from the end of Dunstan’s Lane and make
accessible route in to the wood.
 Clear any dangerous branches/trees and remove any fly-tipped
waste.
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Replace the existing climbing unit which is beginning to fail and is
in need of replacement with a new modern version in the same
location.
Improving surfacing under existing equipment
Other minor improvements including some vegetation
management.

